Simplifying storage lifecycle management

IBM tiered storage management helps
reduce costs and complexity

One thing holds true in the modern
storage environment—data fills all available space. And as organizations
across all industries are adding daily to
the mountains of customer data, financial records, e-mails, images and other
electronic content, many are realizing
that these heaps of data are actually
driving every decision and process
throughout the enterprise.
Not all data is created equal, however,
and deriving business value from information dispersed over many different
sources means integrating, analyzing
and optimizing heterogeneous types
and sources of information throughout
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products, the IBM tiered storage solution made up of IBM TotalStorage
Productivity Center, IBM System
Storage SAN Volume Controller and
IBM Tivoli Storage Manager deployed
together creates an architecture for
managing data growth and introduces
highly automated practices. This helps
lower manual intervention costs and
reduces risks.
By classifying and segmenting data into
a multi-tiered structure, companies can
create services and service level policies that support each tier and leverage
IBM storage software to not only structure the tiers but also do operational
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To help you through each stage of this
process, IBM provides powerful, proven
tools that fully integrate to simplify your
architecture and effectively consolidate
resources.
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